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Spirit level MST 180
Hultafors updates its classic spirit level
A new improved version of the Hultafors MST 180 spirit level is launched in autumn 2016. Adding smart and
improved features while retaining its unmatched sensitivity guarantees Hultafors MST 180 to be a great
choice for customers demanding highest possible precision.
Hultafors MST 180 is known for being ten times as sensitive as regular spirit levels. This is why it has become
the first choice for craftsmen needing the best possible levelling tool for demanding tasks.
- To improve on a classic spirit level such as Hultafors MST is not easy. That is why we have focused on developing and fine tuning details that improve the experience and ease-of-use for our end users, explains David
Schönström, Technical Product Manager at Hultafors Group. The new block vials with +30% magnification
makes it easier to take a reading from any angle.
- The change from tube vials to block vials on the Hultafors MST has allowed for increased precision when
mounting, resulting in a decreased tolerance value. From 0.5 to 0.3 mm/meter, says David Schönström.
New shape and placement of the handles improve the balance and handling of the spirit level. The solid
aluminium profile has been given a slight hourglass-shape making it easier to keep the spirit level clean. An
added function is the holes in the profile that facilitates the mounting of cupboards on walls. A simple, yet
very usable feature.
- For craftsmen demanding the best when it comes to precision, sensitivity and tolerance, Hultafors MST 180
maintains being the secure choice, says David Schönström, Technical Product Manager at Hultafors Group.
Features – Spirit level MST 180
• The radius of the vial is 2000 mm, giving a sensitivity of 1 mm/m, tolerance 0.3 mm/m in normal position
• UV-resistant and crush-proof block vials with temperature-proof vial mountings.
• Horizontal and vertical vials with a +30% magnification lens and luminescent reflector for easier reading.
• Extra strong aluminium profile measuring 100x25 mm and weighing 1180 g/m.
• Slots in the profile makes it possible to fasten the level against the wall for easier mounting of cabinets.
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Hultafors Group offers a range of dynamic premium brands that distributors and craftsmen can rely on. The brands are united by a
common passion: to keep craftsmen at the forefront in terms of functionality, safety, protection and overall productivity. Hultafors Group has
620 employees and operates in more than 40 markets worldwide. www.hultaforsgroup.com

